Social Capital Variables, 2014

religious2014: Number of establishments in Religious organizations (NAICS 813110)
civic2014: Number of establishments in Civic and social associations (NAICS 813410)
business2014: Number of establishments in Business associations (NAICS 813910)
political2014: Number of establishments in Political organizations (NAICS 813940)
professional2014: Number of establishments in Professional organizations (NAICS 813920)
labor2014: Number of establishments in Labor organization (NAICS 813930)
bowling2014: Number of establishments in Bowling center (NAICS 713950)
recreational2014: Number of establishments in Fitness and Recreational Sports Centers (NAICS 713940)
golf2014: Number of establishments in Golf Courses and Country Clubs (NAICS 713910)
sports2014: Number of establishments in Sports Teams and Clubs (NAICS 711211)
pop2014: Population
assn2014: The aggregate for all of above variables divided by population per 1,000 (1st factor)

pvote2012: Voter turnout (2nd factor)

respn2010: Census response rate (3rd factor)

nccs2014: Number of non-profit organizations without including those with an international approach (4th factor)

sk2014: Social capital index created using principal component analysis using the above four factors (ncs09 is divided by population per 10,000). The four factors are standardized to have a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one, and the first principal component is considered as the index of social capital.